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Interim Report of the investigation into the death of
Mr Anthony Patrick WALGATE
On Thursday the 19th June 2014, Police officers attended outside 47 Cooke
Street, Barking after receiving a call from the London Ambulance Service (LAS)
to say that they were on scene with a male aged about 20 years old who was
deceased. This recorded as CAD number 1209 of the 19th June 2014 which was
received at 041 Bhrs.

Summary of Police Investigation
Initial actions:
Officers attended and were met by the solo ambulance crew of K351 who was
first on scene. The paramedic stated that they had received a call from an
anonymous man from mobile number 07973854105 who stated he was a passerby and had found Mr Walgate collapsed in the street. He said he thought he had
a seizure. The paramedic stated that the control room had to call him back 4
times as the call kept cutting out and that he arrived on scene at 0405hours.
Deceased:
The paramedic stated that when he got to the scene it was apparent that the
male had been there a while and that his body temperature was 24 degrees. His
body had been covered over by a red blanket on his top half and officers could
only see his left knee sticking out from under the blanket. He was leaning up
against a small outbuilding at the communal entrance of flats 59-70 Cooke
Street, Barking.
PC Middlemiss and PC Benson were first on scene and lifted up the blanket from
the top of the subject to allow a visual examination. He was leaning up against
the outbuilding in a sitting position with his head leaning to his left shoulder, he
was of skinny build, about 20 years of age and was wearing a black zip up hoody
with the hood up, black tight fit jeans with the flies undone, black trainers, he also
had a black satchel to his left hand side of his body which was undone. In the
satchel was a student card, oyster card, bank card, shirt top, toothbrush,
deodorant, tablets and a small empty brown bottle. A passport was found in the
subject's bag with the details Anthony PATRICK WALGATE DOB 08/05/1991
PNCID 10/154970X.
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